2004 ford explorer wont crank

Our automobiles have evolved over the years and are now an integral part of our lives. They
have moved from being a luxury to a necessity today. Ford is one of the largest manufacturers
of automobiles in the world, and one of the most popular brands in the industry. Technology
has grown multifold in the last two decades. It is now integrated into every machine we make
today. Ford cars are no different. They are packed with technologically driven features,
designed to make our lives easier. The anti-theft system is one such feature created to protect
our vehicle from being stolen, as the name rightly suggests. When the system detects that a
person is trying to start the car by using a fake key or some other unconventional method, it
ensures that the engine does not start by shutting the supply of power to the engine. Needless
to say, this feature is key to the security of our cars , keeping us free of worries. Could there be
a problem with the key or is the technology malfunctioning? If the battery is drained out, the
system is unlikely to read any method of trying to reset it. Here is a useful guide to resetting
anti-theft system on your Ford once you are sure that the battery is well-charged. When the
anti-theft system is activated accidentally, most people suspect a faulty key. While this could be
a possible reason, it is a bleak one because the keys made by Ford are usually strong and
sturdy. So, before you look to get your key replaced or repaired, try these simple steps to reset
the anti-theft system of your Ford. This method uses the door lock of your Ford to reset the
system. However, there could be damage to the key or its in-built chip. If neither method works,
try them with a second key that you might have of the car. If the second key helps, your original
key is at fault and you will need to get your key replaced or repaired. However, the chances of
this happening are bleak. If nothing is wrong with the key, check the door lock. There could be
damage to the lock due to attempted theft. The car might have activated the anti-theft system
from damage caused to the door lock as a result of any tools being used to unlock the door.
With the above methods, you can easily reset the anti-theft system of your Ford. Tell us if these
worked for you or if you chose any other methods to do the same. Your email address will not
be published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Turn on the Ignition When the anti-theft system is activated accidentally, most
people suspect a faulty key. Insert the key into the ignition and turn it on to the position where
the accessories are activated but not the engine. The display of the car behind the steering will
light up and will show the anti-theft light blinking or constantly lit. Leave the key in this position
for at least 10 minutes. Check the anti-theft light again. If it is not lit up anymore, turn the key
back to off and leave it for a couple of minutes. Now try to start the engine. Repeat the process
at least a couple of times if it does not work the first time. Insert key in the door lock This
method uses the door lock of your Ford to reset the system. Instead, hold the position for
seconds. This indicates to the system that you have the right key. Also, do the same by turning
the key in the opposite direction and holding the position. Now remove the key from the door
and insert into the ignition. Start the engine. Check the door lock If nothing is wrong with the
key, check the door lock. Erica Larrison Erica Larrison is a founder of bestdiybedliner. I love to
learn about new things, technologies, gadgets and much more. I like to write on transporting
equipment like truck tool boxes, DIY bedliner, or etc. Related Articles. June 18, March 12, May
22, February 28, Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Check
Also Close. How To. Is it cheaper to rebuild an engine or replace it? Facebook Twitter WhatsApp
Telegram. I have a Ford Explorer. The car is not cranking when the ignition is turned. New
battery so that is not the issue. I am able to get the engine to crank by bypassing the starter
relay. Checked the starter relay and it is working fine. Checked to see if I was getting voltage to
the relay when the ignition switch is turned and that is full voltage. I am at my wits end with this.
I would have thought that the relay was bad but it is not. I do not understand why nothing is
happening. With the dash lights on, step on the brake pedal and shift the transmission into
neutral and then try starting the engine. How do you know the relay is actually good and
functional? You stated you get power to trigger the relay, which is goodâ€¦ but there are two
other things the relay must do. It must energize the electromag inside and make the connection
to trigger the starter. You need to prove that outâ€¦. Should be same relays within fuse box that
you can swap in as a replacementâ€¦like sayâ€¦for the horn or something. Try thatâ€¦. I had a
no-start condition on my Lincoln once and it was due to a faulty starter relay. On my car this
was located behind the glove box. Just some food for thought. Getting power to the starter relay
does not mean you are getting power to the starter. This is a multi-function relay and maybe
provide power to the backup light switch as well, but on an internal different circuitry. Make
sure you measure the voltage on the output terminal going to the starter. Check both sides of
relay coil. One side must also be grounded for the relay to functionâ€¦. The relay has 5
terminals. Not sure why they have 3 on the starter circuit. Pin 30 is the constant power to the
relay for the starter circuit and 87e is at rest position and 87 is the powered position. Pins 85
and 86 are the control circuit. The 1st thing I did was remove the relay and then put a jumper

between 30 and 87 which the starter instantly started cranking. Next I put a tester in the empty
85 slot and when the ignition was turned there was voltage on Everything looked good to here
and I figured it was a bad relay. This may be the only thing it could be. I checked one side and
got voltage and figured that was what I was looking for. Did not check the other. I will check it
tonight and see. Yes you are correct about the terminal descriptionâ€¦and it is good you tested
the system the way you did jumping the panel side 30 and 87 to see if the starter reacts is
precisely what you needed to do to test the circuit. Often times you will have a clicking relay
that has burned contact points internally so despite it seeming healthyâ€¦it actually cannot let
current flow between 30 and Other than using a meter on the starter relay you removedâ€¦ Not
rocket scienceâ€¦. You are waaaay ahead of the game with the tests and knowledge you already
have about how it all works. Cant tell you how many times me and the other fine people here try
to explain relays, their terminals and the circuits they exist in. Its nice not to have to do that this
time honestly. Im sure you will figure this out quickly. Let us know. This is what I am thinking
now. It may be a bad ground to the whole fuse block. Will check it tonight and let everyone
know. I tested the continuity on the load side and it dropped to 0 when energized, so the
contacts are good. I have fairly extensive training in electrical and electronics. Over 25 years of
experience, but limited knowledge of cars. After some more testing there is no continuity to
ground on the grounded side of the ignition circuit of the starter relay. After looking at wiring
diagrams the only thing on that side of the circuit is the neutral safety switch but putting it in
neutral does not bypass it. The PCM is not authorizing the vehicle to start. Are you using a key
that is not programmed to the vehicle? Is there a security light on in the cluster? In fact I believe
I investigated a little bit back when I had multiple wire breakages out of nowhere and I believe
the issue was the use of Soy in the wire casing?? I currently have several broken in half wires in
my drivers door jamb as well as in the back on the rear hatch windowâ€¦ SO if you notice things
that worked fine one minute and are kaput the nextâ€¦keep in mind the wire problemâ€¦and look
it up on the net as well. I recall the mention of Soy for the casing of the wiresâ€¦but what I also
did not like was the low strand count of the wires and their subsequent stiffness as well. Most of
the wires, even small ones were more like solid core wire than stranded wires. Which did not
help in the wire snapping in half department. Look into this on the netâ€¦ you will find a lot of
info. I have also first hand experienced ignition key failureâ€¦but when the key in this vehicle
fails and the theft prevention system kicks inâ€¦ it allows the starter to function and the engine
to turn overâ€¦ it just kills the fuel and spark or one of them anywayâ€¦ however the engine WILL
turn over with a key chip failure. If you suspect the neutral safety switch then by all means
prove it outâ€¦ I believe Mr Tester mentioned this prior. Perfectly feasible theory on how this
issue could ariseâ€¦it very well may be on purpose due to the neutral switch not allowing the
starter to function. Were you able to get your Explorer started? You need to prove that outâ€¦
Should be same relays within fuse box that you can swap in as a replacementâ€¦like sayâ€¦for
the horn or something. Other than using a meter on the starter relay you removedâ€¦ Not rocket
scienceâ€¦ You are waaaay ahead of the game with the tests and knowledge you already have
about how it all works. Switch is failed open or wire broken? Time to ohm it out. The power train
control module is what grounds the primary side of the starter relay image. Engine is not
cranking over - starter not working for me? Turn ignition to crank it will not start or turn over
and no click sounds. Friend with me checked fuses seemed okay. Turned key to on crossed
starter, engine turned over but would not start. He suggested either ignition switch bad or a
neutral switch. Any ideas and to figure out if ignition switch or neutral switch? Can one or other
be shorted out or crossed to narrow down problem, or does it sound like something else?
Thanks guys. Do you. Hello, There is a c relay that works the starter that sounds like it has gone
bad. Here is a guide for that and the starter and fuse panel diagrams below. Please let us know
what you find. Cheers Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Thanks for response. I am a
firefighter and little busy. Wind up going to be Tuesday before I get to check out those fuses
and relays. This car is my sons' and I am letting him use my extra vehicle temporarily. Until we
get his figured out. Reply in a day or so. Thanks Was this answer. All checked to be good.
Where do I go from here? Hmac, please continue to advise. Neutral switch could be one the
transmission as well. I have not looked where it is. Try switching one of the relays that is like
that see if that cures it. Then you know what it is. Hmac, tried alternating relays did not work.
Going to replace ignition switch. Got bottom cover off see switch unplugged harness from it,
but cannot figure out, switch has two push in clips to get it to release. Good news is one is on
bottom that I can get to, bad news other clip is on top of switch and that I cannot figure out how
to get to. I am sending a picture along it just says to release the two locking tabs and remove
switch. I am also sending a picture of multi-function switch in case you need to take that out to
get the ignition out. The multi function is turn signal, wiper, etc. Images Click to enlarge. Could
not get to that screw without pulling steering wheel cover, and that is a definite no thanks.

Finally got switch out, had to break it. Put new one in and guess what, it still will not crank!
Okay what is next? I am guessing neutral switch and I read if I can find it, it can be jumped?
What is the next step boss? Took car to Ford dealership. Problem was the PATS. Some how
chip in key became corrupted and wiped out part of the pats programming. My son only
received one key when he bought it, so Ford dealership hooked up to diagnostic computer and
it went crazy. They were able to fresh flash computer and program a new key, and tossed the
other to the side for unlocking only. Service manager has thirty five years under his belt and
has only came across this type of problem. New PATS programming and new key and runs
great. Thank you and God bless you. Message center on dash says engine service fail mode
what ever that means any ideas? It sounds like the security system is enabled. Quit running
when doing a U turn, would not crank over but power was on. Replaced starter and battery three
months ago and replaced key and had reprogrammed. So engine will not turn over but has
power. Any idea what it could be? Bad battery cables to the starter or ground, bad starter relay,
blown fuse, faulty transmission switch or bad PCM. First check fuses 12, 23 in the under hood
junction box and fuse 29 in the left side fuse box under the dash. Use a test light and verify
power at both sides of the fuse. Next check the starter relay in the under hood junction box.
With the test light you should have battery voltage at pin 30, When the key is turned to start with
the shifter in park or neutral you should now have battery voltage at two pins, 30 and If you only
have power at the original pin 30 the transmission switch is faulty. A quick check might help.
Take a jumper wire and use it to jump between pins 30 and 87 in the starter relay socket. Make
sure you have the correct pins, If the engine turns over now the battery cables, and fuse 12 is
good. Image Click to enlarge. Okay thanks, I will check those. Please let us know what happens,
we are interested too see what it is. Cheers, Ken Was this answer. Engine will not crank. I
checked all the fuses under the hood and relays tested them all. They are fine. I bought a brand
new battery, still nothing. Lights, radio, blower etc, all work with the key on so I assume no
ignition switch problem. I thought it might a security system issue. Tried 3 different methods to
reset it manually unlocking door, negative terminal off for 30 minutes and turning key for 10
minutes did that 3 times, nothing worked. When I turn the key on I can barely hear a 'click' near
the interior fuse box but that is all. I am trying one last method for the security system;
disconnect the battery for 48 hours. This is a great SUV. It never has failed to start before. Shut
it off one day and then won't start back. Good afternoon, The 48 hours will do nothing. How did
you test the relays? Did you verify powers and ground controls especially for the starter relay? I
attached a diagram for you of the starting system. Remove the relay and test for one pin for
power with the key on. Then turn the key to start and see if there is another pin that is hot. Let
me know the results. Roy Image Click to enlarge. So one night the car had shut off after running
into the gas station accidentally left the light on came out wouldn't start. Got a jump and it fired
right up. The next morning the car would not start. No dash lights came on and the interior
lights were very dim. No crank no nothing. We replaced the starter because the battery tested
fine and still nothing. Hello, This sounds to me like you have a dead battery. If you could do a
quick check for me. Thanks, Alex 2CarPros Was this answer. Battery reads Hello again, Okay,
that's good. Now could you please check fuses 12 and 23 in the Battery Junction Box of your
vehicle. Please go through these guides and check the fuses and get back to us with what you
find out. We can go from there. Please login or register to post a reply. No Starter Operation?
When your engine is not cranking turning over it will be mainly due to three separate areas, first
it could be the battery, cables or poor connection, next is the starter When I Try Asked by
msbre51 comcast. Engine Stalls While Driving? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!
Ford has issued a technical service bulletin TSB to address a no crank, no start, condition on
the following vehicles:. Ford advises that you check for a loose connect of the battery cable to
the junction box. It is located on the bulkhead above the PCM. Next, open the battery junction
box and check for discoloration of the PCM power relay terminals. That would indicate poor
connections. Also, wiggle the wires leading to the battery junction box to check for looseness.
Finally check the seating on the starter, PCM, and fuel pump relays. If the odometer display is
normal and battery voltage is at least Then plac
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e shifter in PARK and try to crank engine. Check all of the above connections. Disconnect
connector and connect one lead of a digital multimeter to ground. Set the scale to ohms. Then
check resistance readings on 24, 25, 26, and Readings should be below 5 ohms. Next, turn the
key to ON. Connect one lead of your meter to a good ground. Set meter to volts. Check pins 32
and 33 on the bottom of the PCM connector. Reading should be the same as battery voltage. If

the reading varies downward by 1 volt or more, diagnose the power supply circuit for excess
resistance. They include wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases, their
diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the
factory legends to learn the identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to
find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors,
dash or console, Alldatadiy. Find this article useful? Share it!

